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Thesis
With appropriate care in data gathering and analysis, verbal data can
provide impactful insights in software engineering research.

We believe verbal data to be particularly useful for overturning
conventional wisdom and discovering unknown themes.
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Outline (45 + 10)
●

Verbal Data
○
○

●

Three Case Studies
○
○
○

●

Deﬁnitions, Metrics
Combining Verbal and Nonverbal Data
Retrospective Recollections & Medical Imaging
Semi-Structured Surprises & Open Source for Social Good
Vulnerable Surveys & Climate Interviews

Useful Techniques
■

●

Grounded Theory, Inductive Thematic Analysis, Inter-Rater Reliability

Conclusion
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Verbal Data
Verbally-acquired data
Information that is gathered via speech, think-aloud
protocol, oral retrospection, formal or informal interviews
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Classic Example: The “Sillito et al.” Questions
Published in FSE ‘06, cited over 350 times

Results are useful directly (a structured answer to a fundamental question) and also as
artifacts (re-used by later projects as indicative developer queries)
[ Sillito, Murph, De Volder. Questions programmers ask during software evolution tasks. FSE 2006. ]
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Verbal Data Metrics
●

Establishing validity in qualitative research
○

○

Using multiple validity procedures
■ Member checking
■ Clarify bias
■ Spend prolonged time in the ﬁeld
Using qualitative reliability
■ Document your procedures (scripts, codebook, etc.)
■ No drift in the deﬁnition of codes
■ Cross-check codes developed by diﬀerent researchers

[ Chi. Quantifying Qualitative Analyses of Verbal Data: A Practical Guide. J. Learning Sciences 1997. ]
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Combining Verbal and Nonverbal Data
●

Strength of verbal data
○
○

●

Weakness of verbal data
○
○

●

Richess and holism
Discovery
■ New ideas, hypothesis
Hard to evaluate the analysis (i.e., no “equations”)
Human biases

Combining verbal and nonverbal data makes a strong and interesting case
○
○

Supplement, validate, or illuminate each other
Contrast: surprising knowledge!
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Three Case Studies
●

Retrospective Recollections & Medical Imaging
○

●

Semi-Structured Surprises & Open Source for Social Good
○

●

Including aspects of “unreliable self-reporting” and “deception”

Including aspects of “starting with no knowledge” and “surprised by your participants”

Vulnerable Surveys & Climate Interviews
○

Including aspects of “protecting vulnerable populations”
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Case Study 1a - Data Structures & Cognition
●
●

How do human brains represent data structures? Is it more like text or more like
3D objects (mental rotation)?
Nonverbal Data: Medical Imaging
○
○

●

fMRI
fNIRS

Verbal Data: Interviews

fMRI

fNIRS
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Data Structures & Medical Imaging
●

●

What do we learn from nonverbal data (medical imaging)?
○ Data structure manipulations do use the same parts of the brain as rotating
3D objects
Nonverbal data can be powerful!
○

You cannot just ask humans: “what do your brain patterns look like?”

Mental Rotation > Tree
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Data Structures & Retrospective Reﬂection
●

Verbal data
○

“Do you think manipulating data structures and rotating 3D objects are similar tasks
on the cognitive level?”

Showing Prompts

Audio Recording

Transcribing

Qualitative Analysis
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Data Structures & Combined Verbal and Nonverbal Data
●

●

●

What do we learn from verbal data (audio / interviews)?
○ 70% of participants report no similarity between data structure manipulation
and 3D object rotation
Recall: What do we learn from nonverbal data (medical imaging)?
○ Data structure manipulations use the same parts of the brain as rotating 3D
objects
Why do we want to combine verbal and non-verbal information?
○
○

“Counterintuitive” knowledge from contrast (e.g., overturning conventional
wisdom may inform or change how we teach or train going forward)
Learn the strength and weakness of both in diﬀerent scenarios
■ Interpretability vs. Objectiveness

[ Huang, Liu, Krueger, Santander, Hu, Leach, Weimer. Distilling Neural Representations of Data Structure Manipulation using
fMRI and fNIRS. ICSE 2019. ]
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Case Study 1b - Bias in Code Review
●

●

Is there bias related to gender and identities in code review? How do we
characterize that bias?
○ Human vs. Machine (e.g., Automatic Program Repair, code synthesis, etc.)
○ Men vs. Women
Can we just tell participants that we are investigating human bias on author
information in code reviews?
■ Problem: social desirability bias!
■ Solution: deception in study design
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Bias in Code Review & Deception
●

Deception involves the justiﬁed use of false or misleading information
○ Sometimes it is necessary!
■ Hide the actual study goals, mitigate biases
○ IRB protocol approval: debrieﬁng is required, cannot increase risk

Recruitment

Deception

Code
Reviews

(1) “We want to check how developers
conduct code reviews”
(2) “We picked some real pull requests
from software companies”
(3) “An author pic of a computer means
it is generated by an algorithm”

Post Survey

Debriefing

(1) “We are actually checking if author
information aﬀects your decision!”
(2) “All the author pictures are added
purposely”
(3) “All pull requests are actually generated
by humans”
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Bias in Code Review & Free Response
●

●

Could we ask the participants face to face?
○ “Do you think women and men write pull request diﬀerently?”
○ Writing down free responses or using solo recording is probably better!
Self-reporting
○ “There is no diﬀerence between pull requests written by men and women”
But there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence on your behavior! Both response time and
ﬁnal decisions are aﬀected!

○

“Machine generated code is worse on readability!”
But all pull requests were written by humans! (We deceived you!)

Combine “verbal” and nonverbal information, again!
[ Huang, Leach, Sharaﬁ, McKay, Santander, Weimer. Biases and Diﬀerences in Code Reviews using Medical Imaging and
Eye-Tracking: Genders, Humans, and Machines. FSE 2020. ]
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Case Study 2 - Open Source Software for Social Good (OSS4SG)
●
●

How can we characterize the OSS4SG community? How can we support them?
○ Technical Good vs. Social Good
But we have barely any knowledge about the “social good” community!
○ (This is common when doing a ﬁrst investigation into a phenomenon.)
○ What is “social good” in software?
○ We have only an ambiguous impression to start with …
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Open Source for Social Good - Semi-Structured Interviews
●

●

21 one-hour-long interviews
○ Participants from all over the world, diﬀerent
cultural backgrounds
○ Online interviews (verbal data)
○ Audio recordings and transcriptions
○ Formal inductive thematic analysis
Be prepared!
○ “Surprises” happen all the time – Precious!
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Open Source for Social Good - Surprises
●

“Positive” surprises
○ “We all know that after a short time, no one is gonna use our software anymore. But we
still spend a lot of time on it!”
– From a contributor in a COVID-19 related project

What is motivating you in this case?
●

“Negative” surprises
○ “People here hate me after they know. Because they don’t like it when you work for
LGBTQ groups.”
– From a contributor in a pro-LGBTQ project

How can we protect contributors like you?
●

How can you respond to the surprises to get more information to answer your research
questions?
○ Lesson learned: be prepared for rich information, requires sensitivity
○ Challenging but “feels so good”!
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Open Source for Social Good - Results
●

Power of verbal data: guidance
Starting point

Semi-structured
Online Interviews

Thematic coding analysis
Previous relevant studies

Qualitative analysis

Online Survey

Quantitative analysis

13 Motivation Types
Conclusions and
Implications

Distribution on Motivation Types
[ Huang, Ford, Zimmermann. Leaving My Fingerprints: Motivations and Challenges of Contributing to OSS for Social Good.
ICSE 2021. ]
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Case Study 3a - Cannabis Use in Software Engineering
Cannabis is the world’s most widely-used illicit substance, and its legality is changing
rapidly. In the US, 17 states have legalized it for adult use despite it being a Schedule I
drug at the federal level. It is used by some programmers.
●
●

Folk wisdom: Does it help creativity? Hurt precision work?
Employment: Are drug-test policies merited?
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Cannabis Use in Software Engineering - Informed Consent
Ethical research usually collects signed Informed Consent forms. Informally, for illegal
activities, those forms would be signed confessions. IRBs may allow a Waiver of
Informed Consent for vulnerable populations.
●
●
●
●
●

We surveyed 800 developers (inc. 450 full-timers)
Prevalence: 35% had programmed while using cannabis
Perception: Devs expected managers to be negative on
cannabis, but in practice managers were not (p < 0.0001)
Freeform responses informed topics for subsequent semistructured interviews.
Recommendation: ask about follow-up contact.

[ Endres, Boehnke, Weimer. Hashing It Out: A Survey of Programmers' Cannabis Usage, Perception, and Motivation. ICSE 2022. ]
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Case Study 3b - Climate Reporting in Computer Science
In previous years, the University of Michigan faced
multiple allegations of faculty sexual misconduct. At the
same time, world events (e.g., potential policy changes
for international students) added stress and uncertainty.
●
●

How can we proactively hear from students about
climate (e.g., lab culture, personal experiences)?
Uniform surveys were not a good ﬁt (issues not
known in advance, high variability in experiences,
participant fear, etc.)
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Climate Reporting in Computer Science - Interviews
Challenges: fear of retaliation (“if I say anything negative, my advisor will …”), policy
misunderstanding (“if I switch advisors, I will be deported”), cultural issues (“it is not
appropriate to volunteer complaints or concerns, even if I have them”)
Solution: 15-minute verbal interview (“check-in”) with each graduate student (n > 300)
●
●
●
●

Each interview is conducted by a staﬀ member (non-faculty)
Interviews are not recorded but notes are taken (and then coded)
Questions are value-neutral: “how often do you meet with your advisor?”,
“describe an average work week”, etc.
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and explicit policy to destroy notes after
analysis protect staﬀ and students (beyond usual IRB protections!)
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Climate Reporting in Computer Science - Summary
●
●
●
●

Care must be taken when disaggregating results to retain anonymity
Identiﬁed themes were supported both numerically and also via de-identiﬁed
quotes (with indicative aspects highlighted)
Identiﬁed surprises (e.g., no signiﬁcant per-lab diﬀerences, job search assistance)
Identiﬁed actionable positives (advisor communication, collaboration, work-life
balance) and negatives (micromanagement, apathetic communication, lack of a
second supporting faculty)

[ Weimer. CSE Graduate Student Check-In Report. UM CSE Tech. Report 2021. ]
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Useful Techniques
In the last few slides, we summarize some useful techniques for getting started with
verbal data
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Grounded Theory in SE
●

Similar to socio-technical studies, qualitative research can have a lot of variance
○

●

How can we mitigate that variance?

Grounded Theory is a systematic methodology for qualitative research for
constructing hypotheses via inductive (not deductive) reasoning
○
○

Method
■ Empirical/evidence based
Outcome
■ Key patterns of the data
■ Relationships between patterns

“It is not in your mind; it is in your data.”

[ Hoda. Socio-Technical Grounded Theory for Software Engineering. IEEE Trans. Software Engineering 2021. ]
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Grounded Theory in SE: Techniques
●

Inductive Thematic Analysis
○

○

Thematic exploration
■ Codes and the relationships
■ E.g. Tesch’s Eight-Step Coding Process
Evaluation metrics
■ Saturation
■ Agreement

Codebook Example:
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Grounded Theory in SE: Techniques
●

Inductive Thematic Analysis
○

○

●

Thematic exploration
■ Codes and the relationships
■ E.g. Tesch’s Eight-Step Coding Process
Evaluation metrics
■ Saturation
■ Agreement

Inter Rater Reliability (IRR) or Inter Rater Agreement (IRA)
○

Statistics as evidence
■ Cohen’s kappa, Fleiss’ kappa, etc.
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Conclusion
● Verbal data can require care in data gathering and analysis
○
○

Gathering: deception and value-neutral questions (avoid bias), waiver of informed
consent / MOU (protection)
Analysis: inter-rater reliability (rigor), disaggregation (privacy), grounded theory
(qualitative hypothesis discovery), inductive thematic analysis (coding)

● Verbal data can provide impactful insights in SE research
Overturning conventional wisdom (“data structures are not related to object rotation”,
“I am not biased by gender when I review code”)
○ Discovering unknown themes (“I am worried about jobs, please spend more time
preparing me”, “people will stop using my software, but I am motivated anyway!”)
Research inherently involves risk and surprise: verbal data can be a powerful tool!
○

●
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